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Purpose – Many of today’s information and technology systems and environments facilitate inquiry,
learning, consciousness-raising and knowledge-building. Such platforms include e-learning systems which
have learning, education and/or training as explicit goals or objectives. They also include search engines,
social media platforms, video-sharing platforms, and knowledge sharing environments deployed for work,
leisure, inquiry, and personal and professional productivity. The new journal, Information and Learning
Sciences, aims to advance our understanding of human inquiry, learning and knowledge-building across such
information, e-learning, and socio-technical system contexts.
Design/methodology/approach – This article introduces the journal at its launch under new editorship
in January, 2019. The article, authored by the journal co-editors and all associate editors, explores the lineage
of scholarly undertakings that have contributed to the journal's new scope and mission, which includes past

and ongoing scholarship in the following arenas: Digital Youth, Constructionism, Mutually Constitutive Ties
in Information and Learning Sciences, and Searching-as-Learning.
Findings – The article offers examples of ways in which the two ﬁelds stand to enrich each other towards a
greater holistic advancement of scholarship. The article also summarizes the inaugural special issue contents
from the following contributors: Caroline Haythornthwaite; Krista Glazewski and Cindy Hmelo-Silver;
Stephanie Teasley; Gary Marchionini; Caroline R. Pitt; Adam Bell, Rose Strickman and Katie Davis; Denise
Agosto; Nicole Cooke; and Victor Lee.
Originality/value – The article, this special issue, and the journal in full, are among the ﬁrst formal and
ongoing publication outlets to deliberately draw together and facilitate cross-disciplinary scholarship at this
integral nexus. We enthusiastically and warmly invite continued engagement along these lines in the
journal’s pages, and also welcome related, and wholly contrary points of view, and points of departure that
may build upon or debate some of the themes we raise in the introduction and special issue contents.

Keywords Information literacy, e-learning, Learning analytics, Digital literacy, Library leadership,
Constructionism, Maker spaces, Digital youth, Information and Learning Sciences, Inaugural issue,
Searching as learning, Culturally responsive computing
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Introduction
Many of today’s information and technology systems and environments facilitate inquiry,
learning, consciousness-raising and knowledge building. Such platforms include e-learning
systems which have learning, education and/or training as explicit goals or objectives. They also
include search engines, social media platforms, video-sharing platforms and knowledge sharing
environments deployed for work, leisure, inquiry and personal and professional productivity.
Learning may be an outright target goal of designers and/or users in such environments, or it
may be an implicit by-product of naturalistic technology design and engagement in such
contexts, occurring socio-cognitively behind the scenes in both developers’ goals and objectives,
and in participants’ experiences. These socio-technical system convergences in information and
communications technologies (ICTs) and information systems, as they relate to learning
phenomena, are also occurring in parallel within the scholarly literature.
Information science (IS) and the learning sciences (LS) are two disciplines in which these
convergences are being increasingly recognized. Information science is a ﬁeld of scholarly
inquiry whose boundaries and dynamics are constantly evolving, and the ﬁeld has been
described as the science and practice of effective collection, storage, retrieval, and use of
information, concerned with recordable information and knowledge and the technologies and
related services that facilitate their management and use (Saracevic, 2009). Scholarship in this
inter-disciplinary ﬁeld integrates perspectives from the social and behavioral sciences,
computer science, socio-technical systems research, archival and library science, cognitive
science, digital humanities, linguistics, museology, management, public policy and more.
Learning Sciences is another inter-disciplinary scholarly domain that has been deﬁned as
the study of teaching and learning in both formal and informal settings, and which draws on
knowledge from ﬁelds including cognitive science, sociocultural theory and social
constructivism, educational psychology, computer science, information sciences, and design
studies among others (Sawyer, 2014). Approaches privilege design in methodology and
pedagogy, emphasizing interdisciplinarity and methodological innovation in research that is
grounded in real-world contexts (Journal of the Learning Sciences mission, 2018). This work
answers questions about learning processes and mechanisms, alongside outcomes. Research
in this domain pursues technological and pedagogical innovation, maintaining a strong
connection between research and practice (2018). A broad range of contexts are represented
in this research; any context in which learning is occurring, is open terrain. The fundamental
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focus is on understanding the processes, tools, and contexts, as well as outcomes, of learning
in its myriad forms (2018).
Theoretical, methodological and empirical convergences in IS and LS have been
recognized in the context of several generative international workshops, conference panels
and seminars, special issues of several journals, and special interest groups within national
associations covering topics at these inter-disciplinary boundaries. In such venues, scholars
who identify with both ﬁelds have met, engaged in discourse, identiﬁed new collaborative
research projects, design and development initiatives, technological and pedagogical
innovations, and community programs. The following list of scholarly venues where these
works have been presented, is just a selection. Such work has been conducted by researchers
from both disciplines, whose scholarly homes and afﬁliations often cross these two ﬁelds as
we navigate our professional journeys.
Conference workshops and seminars
 2014 Digital Youth Seattle Think Tank, University of Washington School of
Information Studies (Fisher et al., 2016);
 2014 iConference Workshop “Connecting Fields, Connecting Scholars: Breaking Down
the Walls between Learning and Information Sciences” (Ahn et al., 2014);
 2014 Information Interaction in Context (IIiX) workshop on “Searching as Learning”
(Freund et al., 2014);
 2015 iConference “Digital Youth” workshop (Juncker et al., 2015);
 2016 SIGIR Search as Learning Workshop (Gwizdka et al., 2016);
 2017 Schloss Dagstuhl seminar on “Search as Learning” (Collins-Thompson et al., 2017);
 2017 ASIS&T SIG InfoLearn Pre-Conference Workshop: Information and Learning
Sciences as an Integral Scholarly Nexus (Reynolds and Rieh, 2017); and
 2018 ASIS&T SIG InfoLearn Pre-Conference Workshop: Coordinating Scholarship
in Searching as Learning (Reynolds et al., 2018).
Journal special issues
 2016 The Information Society special issue, “Revealing Mutually Constitutive Ties
between the Information and Learning Sciences” (Guest Editors: Ahn and Erickson, 2016);
 2016 Journal of Information Science special issue, “Searching as Learning,” (Guest
Editors: Hansen and Rieh, 2016); and
 2017 Information Retrieval Journal special issue, “Searching as Learning” (Guest
Editors: Eickhoff et al., 2017).
The new journal, Information and Learning Sciences, sets out to support the ongoing
productive development of the scholarship that is converging in these ﬁelds. The journal
title has transitioned from a previous one, New Library World, after discussions beginning in
2016 among Professors Sam Chu, Rebecca Reynolds, and the publisher, Emerald UK, about
the opportunity to develop an updated venue representing a new and exciting focus, scope
and mission, given Chu and Reynolds’ research experiences in interdisciplinary scholarship
in both domains (e.g., Chu et al., 2016). The charter of the earlier title and its transition is
described in Baker (2018). The journal is ofﬁcially launching in this current inaugural
edition as Information and Learning Sciences, under a new editorship and an associate

editor team that includes Professors June Ahn, Simon Buckingham Shum, Preben Hansen,
Caroline Haythornthwaite, Hong Huang, Eric Meyers and Soo Young Rieh.
The journal aims to advance our understanding of human inquiry, learning and
knowledge building in human design and uses of information systems, e-learning systems
and socio-technical system contexts that may or may not have been designed with learning
as an intended purpose, process and/or outcome. Under the new editorial team, advisory
board, and reviewer community, we aim to provide a rigorous scholarly space to explore
phenomena at the intersections of these two ﬁelds of inquiry. The editorial advisory board
brings together over 70 leading international scholars who are evenly divided between and
across these two disciplines. We intend to maintain this balance of equivalency in leadership.
Toward these efforts, we have a number of special issues slated for the next two years coedited by new and established leaders in both domains, listed on the journal website.
To chart the course for the journal’s scope and mission and set a standard for quality, the
editorial team decided to launch with an inaugural issue of eight articles that are comprised
mainly of theoretical syntheses and editorial essays, alongside three works that report
empirical study research ﬁndings as exemplars. Authors were chosen by the editorial team
based on their known thought leadership at this intersection, and the articles underwent a
single-blind review process with a period of revisions. All articles and issues moving
forward will be double-blind peer reviewed to reﬂect both ﬁelds’ standards of editorial
excellence. We invite all interested experts and emerging scholars in our two disciplines, to
submit work and volunteer as reviewers in these pursuits.
We enthusiastically and warmly invite continued engagement along these lines in the
journal’s pages, and also welcome related, and wholly contrary points of view, and points of
departure that may build upon or debate some of the themes we raise in this introduction and
inaugural issue. Indeed, this ship has only just left port and we are so looking forward to sharing
its command collaboratively – with our entire community of cross-disciplinary scholars and
scholars-in-preparation, offering a venue to directly and creatively engage in these intersections
with a greater level of consciousness, deliberation and recognition of this inter-disciplinarity.
In the remainder of this editorial, we present a brief summary narrative discussing four
recent areas of interdisciplinary research from which the journal has emerged, before
summarizing each of the articles.
Four strands of existing inter-disciplinary scholarship at this intersection
Here we discuss four domains of scholarship that have contributed to this journal’s
establishment: scholarship in the ﬁelds we might summarize as Digital Youth,
Constructionism, Mutually Constitutive Ties in Information and Learning Sciences and
Searching as Learning. The scholarly productivity in these areas provides evidence of the
promise, timeliness and need for continuing support for such work, but as later explained,
topics of interest to IS and LS are by no means restricted to these.
Digital Youth. Digital Youth research as a domain and category of scholarship in
information science tracks results emerging from the study of young people’s
engagement with information and communication technologies (ICTs), learning
innovations and information systems. The “Digital Youth” Think Tank in 2014 hosted
by the University of Washington iSchool, and the iConference Workshop in 2014 by
that same name provides anchors for this work. A selection of organizers from these
events published a white paper (Fisher, Davis, Yip, Dahya, Mills, Eisenberg, 2016)
that documented the Think Tank’s rationale and outcomes. A highlight of the white
paper includes the summary provided of the main points of Eisenberg’s keynote
which drew upon Dr Eliza Dresang’s (1999) Radical Change theory to explain ways in
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which today’s youth both drive and are affected by, technological change. Also
described in the white paper are the event’s six areas of focus: Digital and Information
Literacies, Formal and Informal Learning, Games and Learning, Mind, Brain and
Behavior, Social and Mobile Media, and Information and Digital Policy. Overall, the
Digital Youth initiative provided a host of promising directions for continued research
development that the journal seeks to support.
Constructionism. Social constructivism and sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1978; Gee,
2007), Constructionism (Harel, 1989; Harel and Papert, 1990, 1991; Kafai and Resnick, 1996),
and situated cognition (Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989) are theories and approaches to
understanding learning that have inﬂuenced a large number of scholars in the learning
sciences. We brieﬂy highlight the Constructionist lineage of research and development out
of MIT Media Lab. As a “framework for action” in computing education (diSessa and Cobb,
2004), it has been highly inﬂuential in the design and development of innovative educational
interventions and e-learning technologies that have been deployed by researchers to explore
a wide range of research questions in diverse contexts, in which human learning with
technology has been a goal.
Constructionism builds upon Vygotsky’s (1978) social constructivist and Piaget’s
(1959) constructivist theories, and in this approach, students engage in conscious
construction of a computational artifact in a workshop-style group educational environment
led by expert guides and mentors who support the learner, alongside peers who also
contribute. In workshop-based educational settings, participants engage in extensive
dialogue and discourse with mentors and peers, while afforded ample concentrated time on
task for their project-based and computational learning (Harel and Papert, 1991; Kafai and
Resnick, 1996; Reynolds, 2016). Constructionism centers on students’ creativity,
inventiveness, and learning about learning (Blikstein, 2013), holding that individuals learn
best when participating in personally meaningful computational learning pursuits in which
their work is valued as part of a larger social enterprise, for example creating a computational
game artifact that is playable by other young learners, eliciting meta-cognitive gains in both
the designer and the player/user (Barron and Darling-Hammond 2008, Stager, 2001). The
third volume on Constructionism (Holbert, Berland and Kafai, 2019, forthcoming) will be
entitled, “Constructionism in Context” and published in 2019 by MIT Press.
Research in Constructionism and the other sociocultural learning arenas have inﬂuenced
the design and study of learning systems in the games, learning and society (GLS)
community of researchers (Gee, 2007; Steinkuehler, 2006; Squire, 2007) as well as inﬂuencing
research on game design for learning (Kafai and Burke, 2015), and e-crafting and e-textile
learning research (Buechley et al., 2013; Kafai et al., 2014). Such theoretical domains have
inspired a large corpus of the research on “making” activity, occurring in contexts such as
maker spaces in settings including schools, libraries, and community centers. All of these
areas are most welcomed and invited for publication in the journal.
Mutually constitutive ties between information and learning sciences. In 2014, Ahn,
Erickson and Meyers organized an iConference workshop entitled “Connecting ﬁelds,
connecting scholars: Breaking down the walls between Learning and Information Sciences.”
In that workshop, scholars in IS and LS identiﬁed research agendas and perspectives that
were naturally synergistic to better understand how theoretical approaches across ﬁelds
could mutually inform one another. One outcome of this workshop was a 2016 special issue
of The Information Society (TIS) coedited by Ahn and Erickson. The papers featured
focused on documenting current experiences of learning with ICTs that blended approaches
across ﬁelds. For example, the issue highlighted how new infrastructures continually shape
how learning is experienced, from OLPC laptop programs that entire nations implement

(Ames, 2016) to online platforms that recognize out of school learning (Davis and Fullerton,
2016). New technologies intersect with theories of assessment, enabling new ways to
recognize learning (Casilli and Hickey, 2016), or how massive collectives can crowdsource
learning together through online communities (Paulin and Haythornthwaite, 2016). Finally,
any intersection of technology, information and learning will always rest on fundamental
social concerns such as recent advances in learning analytics shedding the spotlight on
enduring concerns of ethics and privacy (Rubel and Jones, 2016).
These themes continue to deﬁne the boundaries of scholarship that intersect IS and LS.
For example, a recent, edited book by Lee and Phillips called Reconceptualizing Libraries:
Perspectives from the Information and Learning Sciences (2018), takes as its starting point
an example of infrastructure that is a prominent target of study for information scientists –
libraries – and considers how learning is enabled, guided and experienced in these
infrastructures, integrating LS perspectives in some new directions for library studies.
Overall, the TIS special issue and the workshop upon which it was developed set an integral
foundation for the present-day forays of the editors, associate editors, and editorial advisory
board, in setting forth establishment of this journal.
Searching as learning. Search systems such as Web search engines or database retrieval
systems, have traditionally focused on accuracy and efﬁciency: delivering a set of highly
relevant search results quickly to individual users with well-deﬁned information tasks. More
recently, there has been a growing acknowledgement of the importance and necessity of
studying and designing search systems to foster exploration and discovery, that the
learning experience during the search process is just as important as the learning that occurs
with retrieved documents. Searching as Learning (SAL) research has been largely pursued
by information retrieval-focused scholars who have set out to re-frame research on
information-seeking and retrieval in terms of human learning processes.
In the 2016 special issue on this topic in the Journal of Information Science, Rieh et al.
(2016) offer a perspective that focuses on the learning that occurs during the search process, as
well as search outputs and learning outcomes. They propose a concept they term
‘comprehensive search,’ to describe iterative, reﬂective and integrative search sessions that
facilitate critical and creative learning beyond receptive learning. They propose that system
enhancements may lead to richer representations of information, learning and domain expertise,
embedding learning motivation, intentions, knowledge levels, content diversity, and more (2016).
They also discuss how search interaction data can provide a rich source of implicit and explicit
features through which to assess search-related learning. Overall, they propose that extensions
that situate search in these ways may contribute to reconﬁguration of search systems from
information-retrieval tools to rich learning spaces in which search experiences and learning
experiences are synergized. They propose four promising domains for future work:
(1) System: Developing a search system that supports sense-making and enhances learning.
(2) Interaction: Supporting effective user interaction for searching as learning.
(3) Information literacy: Providing inquiry-based information literacy tool within a
search system.
(4) Learning assessment and comprehensive search: Assessing learning from online
search behavior.
Another special issue on this topic appeared in Information Retrieval Journal in 2017, focusing
on demonstrating research efforts in modeling learning intent and learning activities in the
context of information retrieval. The editors point out that in the ﬁeld of information retrieval,
document relevance has been judged in isolation in search engine results, rarely incorporating
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the notion of “contextual learning.” As a result, current search engines are not optimized for
offering learning space in which users can interact with diverse set of search results (Eickhoff
et al., 2017). The articles in this special issue investigated various topics including search
strategies for knowledge acquisition, a framework for collaborative learning and searching,
retrieval techniques for enhancing learning efﬁciency, and supporting youth learning by
providing documents that match their reading abilities. In addition, a Schloss Dagstuhl
Seminar on Search as Learning in Wadern, Germany brought together 26 researchers from
diverse disciplinary areas such as information retrieval, information behavior, learning
sciences, neuroscience, and psychology to discuss similar themes.
Overall, the SAL research domain represents a highly interdisciplinary ﬁeld in which
researchers with diverse backgrounds may collaborate to generate new perspectives to
redesign search systems to foster and enhance the learning experience during search. The
future endeavor of changing a research paradigm from fast and efﬁcient cross-sectional
interactions of information retrieval to more extended search processes supporting learning
over time, presents challenges in conceptual cross-sections that the journal aims to support. A
recommendation for those working in this space to move “Beyond Bloom’s Taxonomy” in
conceptualizations of learning processes has been noted by Reynolds and Hansen (2018) and
Reynolds et al. (2018). Cross-disciplinary research efforts will help advance this goal, offering
potential for signiﬁcant impact in realizing newer forms of intelligent search systems
designed from conception to support human learning.
E-learning perspectives as a bridge
The challenges and opportunities of charting these inter-disciplinary boundaries and
advancing conceptualizations of learning have been addressed in other works of synthesis
situated in information science to-date. For instance, Haythornthwaite and Andrews (2011)
discuss this in their valuable research syntheses of the arena of “e-learning” research, which
they deﬁne broadly as a transformative movement in learning, not just the transfer of
learning to an online stage. In discussing the broad contexts involving learning phenomena
within ICTs and information systems, the authors embrace the ways in which learning ﬂows
across physical, geographical, and disciplinary borders. They describe e-learning as
perpetual, sustained over a lifetime, and enacted in multiple daily occurrences as we search
for information to satisfy our learning needs and contribute content ourselves that promotes
our and others’ understanding (2011). They state that in e-learning, teachers and learners use
technology to create the social space in which learning occurs, which includes psychological
space that is sustained in learning across multiple devices and activities; cyberspace; and
physical space, for instance using technology to connect learning to locations or objects in
cities and museums (2011, p. 2). Some scholars who publish in these domains draw upon the
design-based research (DBR) method in developing new e-learning innovations (Hoadley,
2004; Barab and Squire, 2004; Cobb et al., 2003; Wang and Hannaﬁn, 2005).
The broad deﬁnition these scholars offer recognizes that e-learning affordances are
expanding, and their aim is to allow “e-learning” as a category to be inclusive of the existing
and future range of innovations. In an updated volume, Haythornthwaite et al. (2016) highlight
newer e-learning developments that have garnered recent attention. These include: videobased resources for teaching and learning; games and gamiﬁcation of learning; massive open
online courses (MOOCs); enhanced means of helping learners navigate their way through
materials, such as lecture recordings that can be annotated; adaptive learning systems that
determine next steps according to learner progress and types of error; dashboards that show
progress or effort in comparison to other learners; embedded tutors (2016). All of these sociotechnical systems research contexts offer promise for ongoing productivity.

Haythornthwaite et al. (2016) summarize the arenas where one may ﬁnd extended
accounts of high-quality evidence-based learning innovation as follows: learning sciences,
computer-supported collaborative learning, networked learning, educational data mining,
learning@scale and learning analytics. The state of the art can be found in the International
Conferences and journals such as Learning Sciences and Computer-Supported Collaborative
Learning and Learning Analytics. A recent synthesis of how these ﬁelds are converging in
productive dialogue was presented by Buckingham Shum (2018), drawing on infrastructure
studies, another inﬂuential “sister” community (Bowker and Star, 1999; Edwards et al., 2013).
Conclusion
In this introduction, we have summarized a selection of key developments in four scholarly
domains that provide justiﬁcation and rationale for the new journal launch. ICTs, e-learning
innovations and information system platforms continue to develop and evolve in the onward
march of progress. We hope and expect that learning phenomena will be increasingly
identiﬁed as important to their study. In this regard, recently, a United Nations report based
on 62 expert policy briefs was drafted by 245 scientists and technologists from 27 countries
as a result of the Rio þ 20 Conference on sustainable development (United Nations, 2016).
The report’s chapter 3 proposes that ongoing development of ICT platforms may contribute
towards greater “science, technology and innovation literacy” (STI literacy) in the populace
and among scientists. The report highlights ways in which STI literacy and development of
more sustainable infrastructures may contribute to solutions innovations addressing the
main UN-identiﬁed “global issues” worldwide, which include climate change, socioeconomic, race and gender inequality, etc. (2016). Modestly, we hope that the works
published in this journal may contribute in some small way towards the advancement of
such solutions, to the extent that ICT, e-learning and information system innovations
require and facilitate human learning across the lifespan.
At the same time, when considering learning affordances of ICTs and information systems,
we must also recognize that technology developments, and expectations over their uses also
contribute to equity gaps, and technology hardware manufacture and their uses also have
impacts on the environment, hence the sustainability focus in the UN report. Indeed, the report
cautions, “Technology change itself is often not neutral. Instead, it is often biased toward capital
and skilled labour and hence has signiﬁcant distributional effects leading to increased inequality”
(p. 42). Therefore, we advocate research approaches demonstrating culturally responsive
computing principles supporting e-learning technologies’ adaptivity to the needs of varying
learner communities (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Vavrus, 2008; McLoughlin, 1999; Henderson, 1996,
2007; Pinkard, 2001; Lee, 2003; Eisenhart and Edwards, 2004; Goode and Margolis, 2011;
Margolis et al., 2012; Eglash et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2015). Such approaches hold equity and social
justice as central in computing education research, bringing community contextual concerns
directly into the teaching and learning design framework and experiences of participants, holding
promise in achieving a more equitable and sustainable socio-technical balance.
Human-centered perspectives. Human-centered perspectives on e-learning design are
often a hallmark of learning sciences research which focus on improving upon learning
experiences rather than simply replacing older modalities with new ones (Scott et al., 2014;
Reynolds and Harel, 2019, forthcoming). At the K-12 level especially, where public education
is a mandate, providing evidence-based improvements in computing education becomes an
equity issue because new affordances must equal or improve upon accessibility, learning
processes and outcomes for public school children over and above the modalities they
replace (Collins and Halverson, 2009; Collins, 2017). In this regard, learning sciences
scholarship offers key advances in the scientiﬁc understanding of scaffolding, and
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personalizing appropriate levels of structure for diverse learner needs – as individuals and
in groups, in context and in situ (Kirschner et al., 2006; Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007; Sweller et al.,
2007). Individuals and groups differ in their need for structure; instructional design
affordances must account for this (e.g., Worsley and Blikstein, 2013).
For researchers who may be new to integrating learning sciences perspectives, and who
wish to explore evidence-based conceptualizations of learning, we recommend as a starting
point, a small selection of meta-synthesis works including the National Academies Press
(NAP) publications, How people learn (Bransford et al., 1999) and How people learn II:
Learners cultures and contexts (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine,
2018), both freely available on the NAP website. The 1999 report summarizes insights on the
nature of learning in school-aged children, describes principles for the design of effective
learning environments, and provides examples of how such principles can be implemented in
the classroom. The later work (2018) expands upon the evidence base, adding categorical
ﬁndings of scientiﬁc understanding of the mechanisms of learning and the role of
technologies, and scholarly syntheses on how the brain adapts throughout the lifespan,
taking into account a range of inﬂuences on learning, particularly the constellation of
sociocultural factors and the structure of learning environments. We also recommend
perspectives on collaborative lifelong learning among adults in work contexts discussed in
depth in Goggins et al. (2013), resulting from workshops at the ACM International Conference
on Supporting Group Work (GROUP) and the Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and
Social Computing (CSCW) conference, which contributed to this full-length book publication.
We recommend a series of meta-syntheses and meta-analyses conducted by leading scholars
in the CSCL research domain (Jeong and Hmelo-Silver, 2016; Jeong et al., 2014; Jeong et al.,
2016; Jeong and Hmelo-Silver, 2015) as further starting points.
Journal scope and mission
In closing, as of January 2019, the journal’s scope and mission are stated as follows on the
Emerald website. We expect this statement will be continually revised and we welcome
suggestions for additions, revisions and adaptations as the technological, theoretical,
methodological, and empirical terrain and contexts continue to evolve.
Website copy: “The journal invites research that builds upon and advances theories,
methods, results, innovation designs, evidence bases and frameworks for action present across
both information science, and the learning/education sciences scholarly domains. We especially
welcome the submission of papers that directly address, explicate and discuss the interdisciplinary boundaries and intersections present across these two ﬁelds, and that offer new
conceptual, empirical and technological syntheses. Such investigations may include but are not
limited to:
 e-learning perspectives on searching, information-seeking, and information uses and
practices engaged by a full diversity of youth, adults, elders and specialized
populations, in varied contexts including leisure time activities; e-learning at work,
in libraries, at school, home, during playtime, in health/wellness settings, etc.;
 design and use of systems such as MOOCs, social media, learning management
systems, search systems, information systems, and other technology design innovations
that contribute to human inquiry, formal and informal learning, searching, informationseeking, information uses, knowledge building and sharing, and instruction;
 HCI, socio-technical systems research, and materiality research perspectives on
information and learning systems design; social learning ecologies; and creation and
use of physical objects and settings that elicit human inquiry and learning;










culturally responsive computing;
ethnographic; emancipatory; social justice-based; feminist; critical race theory; and
post-structuralist research involving information, learning, equity, design;
information, communication, and technology (ICT) considerations in computer
supported collaborative learning (CSCL) contexts;
innovations and e-learning solutions that address digital/information/media/data
literacy and/or address the digital divide;
innovations involving problem-, project-, and inquiry-based learning contexts and goods;
learning analytics and/or data science perspectives on measurement and analysis of
learning in information/search/e-learning systems;
critically informed perspectives on the role of algorithms in information and
learning systems; and
social and ethical issues in e-learning contexts such as design, measurement, and
evaluation – including privacy and security concerns around student conﬁdentiality,
data ownership and ethical data uses by researchers, teachers, institutions.”

We place the ongoing emergence of these works in the hands of our readers and contributors,
to continue weaving the narrative threads we have only begun to identify and unfurl in the
terrain mapped and summarized herein. We most warmly invite your contributions in the
journal: Information and Learning Sciences. To launch this new endeavor, we are most
excited to share the generous work of our inaugural issue collaborators, described in brief as
follows, to advance all of our work in continuing new directions.
Summary of contributions in this special inaugural issue
Learning, Connectivity and Networks. In the ﬁrst article, “Learning, Connectivity and
Networks,” Caroline Haythornthwaite demonstrates how “the network” has served as a lens
onto learning contexts from informal online information exchanges, to formal educational
platforms, to MOOCs, but also ofﬂine communities of practice. Established theories and
academic communities reﬂect the centrality of network analysis, including networked
learning, social learning and ubiquitous learning. “Learning” and “networks” come together
in a range of conﬁgurations, both process and product, as learning has been framed
variously “as a social network relation, a relationship, a network outcome of relations in the
form of learning and knowledge communities, and an outcome of ambient awareness and
inﬂuence.” In summary, Haythornthwaite provides a compelling exampling of how the
information and learning sciences share common ground in their use of social network
analysis, but with different emphases and purposes.
Scaffolding and Supporting Use of Information for Ambitious Learning Practices. Krista
Glazewski and Cindy Hmelo-Silver provide a synthesis of a robust area of research in the
learning sciences around ambitious learning practices (ALP) and problem-based learning
(PBL); where teachers in formal classrooms try to recreate these powerful learning
environments for students. They highlight how our careful structuring and use of
information are critical components of ALP and PBL approaches. For example, learners
need careful scaffolding and guidance in searching for, understanding, and arguing from
evidence as they progress in solving problems together, and developing a shared
understanding of phenomena in the world. Understanding how information seeking
intersects with ambitious learning experiences represents a clear opportunity for the nexus
of information and learning sciences. The most transformative learning experiences occur
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when learners are faced with interesting, personally relevant, challenging, and timely
problems to solve. Such situations also require careful guidance and support, if learners are
to gain the maximum beneﬁt from pursuing these problem-based inquiry opportunities.
Thus, the implications of this research stream are substantial as we seek to better support
learners across a wide range of informational, and educational, environments.
Learning Analytics: where information and learning sciences meet: in this paper,
Stephanie Teasley introduces learning analytics (LA) as a ﬁeld in which information
scientists and learning scientists could recognize their common ground. The paper notes
that interdisciplinary effort is crucial to advance learning analytics-based interventions in
education. The paper discusses what LA would “do” for researchers, explaining how
blending two kinds of data – student data and behavioral data – makes it possible to
represent both “process of learning” and “products of learning.” Teasley also emphasizes the
importance of utilizing the results of LA research to make an impact on effective educational
practice, such as designing personalized learning trajectories. The highlights of this paper
are a set of commonalities she has identiﬁed across three research communities: learning
science, learning analytics, and iSchools:
(1) shared values that information is inherently a public good;
(2) a learner-centered approach that is collaborative and iterative in both formal and
informal learning environments; and
(3) ethics and privacy-related issues in using proﬁling and sharing educational data.
Teasley takes dashboard research as an exemplary area in which the collaboration of
information scientists and learning scientists can make a difference in analyzing the data
generated from dashboards. Without learning science theories, dashboard evaluation
research would not be able to demonstrate student learning outcomes and experiences
directly, and as a result, it would be extremely difﬁcult to make sense of student data.
Teasley concludes her paper by emphasizing the importance of taking theory, methodology,
and technology innovation needs to be “rearranged and reassembled” from
multidisciplinary perspectives to provide new insights for learning analytics research.
Search, sense making and learning: closing gaps. In this article by Gary Marchionini, a
major claim is that electronic information tools and environments have increased the
number and the intensity of overlaps between search and learning. Furthermore, sense
making processes are a growing importance as a salient and bridging process between
search and learning. A sense making process that involve activities such as understanding,
interpreting, and reﬂecting on information units. Search for information serves as a sub-task
of learning, and thus, learning is situated in information seeking and information as
overlapping activities. As sense making processes are important especially during result
examination, sense making serves as a component of search and may serve as a bridge
between search and learning. Humans are learning systems and dimensions such as neural,
cognitive, affective and behavioral, are pointed out as important in a holistic way to close the
gap across dimensions and to understand the emergent conditions of learning. Marchionini
presents a model in which sense making is depicted as the intermediary between search and
learning where a mental model for the object of learning is contextualized. On one side retrieval
and information seeking is place and on the other side intentional and incidental learning are
placed and thus, sense making is increasingly an important sub-task for learning especially
when dealing with bridging the gap of our understanding of searching and learning. Finally,
search and learning both change people in ways that sometimes are predictable and in some
other cases are unintended. These changes are typically inﬂuenced by issues such as emerging
information technologies, access to data and information services.

Overall, in this paper, search is positioned as a sub-task to learning and with this
Marchionini means that people do learn to search while involved in the search process
and the major process that might ‘close the gap’ between searching and learning would be to
consider sense making as the intermediary between these two processes. Marchionini
stresses that complex search activities requires cognitive demands in various ways and that
one of the demands are how to make sense of possible relevant search streams that people are
engaging in everyday information access. In that quest, we need to build bridges to
neuroscience and behavioral science research communities.
Supporting learners’ STEM-oriented career pathways with digital badges. Caroline R. Pitt,
Adam Bell, Rose Strickman and Katie Davis discuss digital badges as a new kind of
assessment and credentialing system for recognizing and rewarding learning across formal
and informal learning environments. Despite considerable enthusiasm and speculation about
the use of digital badges, the extent to which they can empower learners and link their learning
in STEM workforce and schools remains largely uninvestigated. This paper aims to ﬁll the
gaps in understanding the potential of digital badges that can support alternative learning and
career development pathways. The study used a thematic analysis of in-depth interviews
with stakeholders (n = 30) in higher education and industry. Stakeholders (e.g. employers
and college admission ofﬁcers) discussed how digital badges can change the current
process of recruiting undergraduate students and hiring young professionals. Interview
participants expressed optimism about the potential of digital badges that allow learners
and external audiences to see learning pathways and promote fairness in STEM
education and careers. Participants pointed out some badge challenges, mainly focusing
on the credibility, integration as a process and product, and triviality of badges. This
article directly addresses the practical application of digital badges by discussing
practical issues with university admissions ofﬁcers and employers. Educational policy
makers, employers and academics will be able to use the insights of this study to ﬁnd
innovative ways to establish valid and reliable assessments, and to support selection
processes. Educators and employers can use digital badges to effectively implement,
expand, and diversify the STEM workforce, and support a wider range of learners, rather
than the current school-workforce pipeline.
Thoughts about the past, present and future of research on youth information behaviors
and practices. Denise Agosto provides an overview of twenty years of research with youth,
predominantly from an information science perspective, where such work is often framed as
“information behavior.” This term can be confusing to those who are new to the ﬁeld: how
does information “behave”? Is such work predicated on a behaviorist approach to learning?
Agosto explains, drawing on seminal work of Tom Wilson (2000) that information behavior
encompasses the wide range of activities that people engage in that involve information and
communication technologies, including active work and play such as research in school or
texting friends, as well as “passive” consumption of media. Learning is an essential part of
using information to make decision, engage in civic discourse, and make sense of the world. It
is also inherently social, and recent work in the ﬁeld has emphasized the shared and
collaborative aspects of information seeking and use with young people. Studying how
children use social networks, digital libraries, app-based literacy tools, to name just a few, are
important points of intersection for scholars in information and learning sciences, although
little of this work seems to cross disciplinary boundaries. Agosto calls for more work and an
expanded set of inquiry questions, both in terms of who seeks information (in terms of
demographic factors) and the what/how of that process (what tools and techniques are used).
Agosto’s work reminds us that youth describe and understand their behaviors with
information resources and technologies in different terms than adults do. Often a gap exists
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between what youth and adults do and value with technology, and Agosto’s article warns of
approaching research from a deﬁcit model (i.e. pointing out where young people fall short of
expert performance rather than emphasizing what youth do well). She stresses the
importance of a youth-oriented research perspective that values young people as experts in
their own behaviors, a perspective shared across a range of scholarship in digital and critical
literacies, internet research, and communication studies.

14
Leading with love and hospitality
Applying a radical pedagogy to LIS. Nicole Cooke’s article addresses an important issue of how
to use different strategies to improve librarianship education, management and delivery of
culturally responsive pedagogy in LIS. The article is engaged with many real life examples of
librarianship practices and LIS education nuances, and how they could make changes to the
current status of pedagogy. There is also detailed background knowledge regarding
approaches towards radical hospitality, radical love, radical honesty, and radical candor in LIS
education, with explanation of how they all link to different pedagogies. These include feminist
pedagogy, engaged pedagogy, and sentipensante pedagogy. Humanizing pedagogy is an
important aspect that is thoroughly elaborated in the paper. The discussion in this paper has
important implications in how to improve relationships among LIS educators, librarians, and
learners, and how educators may model the classroom strategies in educating library leaders,
in their own professional practice based on the suggestions. The approaches presented
represent a radical departure from many LIS education norms and values, and offers an
innovation in teaching and learning to support greater equity and inclusion in the ﬁeld.
On researching activity tracking to support learning
A retrospective. In his article, “On researching activity tracking to support learning: A
retrospective,” Victor Lee provides an overview of research into the use of personal ﬁtness
tracking tools such as ﬁtness bands and mobile phone apps, and the analytic reports they
generate. He compares and contrasts an information sciences approach to studying their
everyday usage (by adult endurance athletes), with a learning sciences approach which designs
speciﬁc uses of the tools by school children during recess, with the objective of improving their
understanding of statistics. The study of the naturalistic, longitudinal use of the tools provides
valuable insights into what is learned from such analytics, the positive and negative effects that
quantifying activity can have on the experience of that activity, and the practices that the
adults developed to manage these. In addition, this mode of study provided insights that
informed the design of the controlled trials with children, with formal educational outcomes,
assessments and research evaluations. Once understood through careful ﬁeld research, the
same dynamic that motivates millions of adults to quantify their activity turns out to be a
powerful means of engaging children with data and statistical concepts, when the intervention
is designed well. As such, this paper provides the inaugural issue with an insightful example of
how the information and learning sciences can complement each other methodologically, and in
terms of the insights they can provide.
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